SANGHAMITRA SCHOOL
Revision for Annual Exams
Class: VII

Date: 20-03-2020

Subject: - English
30 min
Read Le- The dog who walked through fire and learn and write the Q/A
One-time C.W

Subject: - Science

30 min

Le. Acids, bases and salts and Le-Motion and time.
1.Mention any 4 important properties of acids.
2. Write names and formulae of any 3 acids,3 bases and 3 salts.
3. Differentiate between uniform and non-uniform motion.
4. Define speed
5.Define time period and length of a pendulum.
Subject: - Social Science

30 min

Civics: - Le-Democracy and Equality.
Answer the following questions: 1.Which was the most common form of inequality prevalent in the
Indian society.
2.Write the achievements of midday meal scheme.
3.How does constitution of India ensure equality for all?
4.Define universal adult franchise.
Subject: Telugu

Math

Hindi

Sanghamitra School
Annual revision Worksheet
Class:VII

Date: 21-3-2020

Sub: English
Read lesson- The Hack Driver and learn and write the summary one time
from classwork.(Time 30 minutes)

Social (30 min)
Civics (lesson -11, Struggling for Equality)
Q1) List the different types of inequalities present in the society.
Q2) Why was Tawa Matsya Sangh established? How did it fulfil it’s
objectives?
Q3) Identify the articles that ensure equality to all the citizens and give
provisions to backward groups.

Science: Lesson –Forests (30 min)
Q1) What do you mean by the term conservation? What is forest
conservation?
Q2)Write the uses of a forest?
Q3) Write the consequences of destruction of forest?

Telugu

Hindi

Math

Sanghamitra School
Annual Revision
Class:VII

Date: 22-3-2020

English Learn the meanings and revise the exercises of the lessons – The
Amazing Dabbawalas of Mumbai,Four Priceless Chinese Vases Smashed
and From a Railway Carriage from textbook.(40 min)
HindiLearn le-8 Budhi ki karamaath Q/A from classwork.(20 min)
Social-Civics
le-7 Understanding Media
Comprehension
Read the case study given on page 257 and answer the questions given
after the passage.
Science-le-Light
Draw ray diagrams
a) image formed by concave mirror
b) image formed by convex mirror
Telugu

Math

Sanghamitra School
Annual revision Worksheet
Class: VII
Sub: English

Date: 23-3-2020

Create an interesting story with the following beginning and supply an
interesting title. (Time 40 minutes)
Rani was playing blissfully in the garden. When she looked up, it was getting
dark and………

Social (30 min)
Civics (lesson -3, State Government)
Q1) Who is the real head of the state? Write his functions.
Q2) What are the functions of chief Minister of the state?
Q3) Differentiate between legislative assembly and legislative council.

Science:
Lesson –Respiration in Organisms (30 min)
Q1) How does aerobic respiration take place?
Q2) Give reasons for the following statements
A) Yeast is used to make wine.
B) We experience muscle cramps after vigorous exercise.
C) Whenever we are tired, we start yawning.

MATH:

TELUGU

HINDI

Sanghamitra School
Annual revision Worksheet
Class:VII

Date: 24-3-2020

Sub: English
You are Neel/Neelu. You have come across an advertisement about cooking
classes. Write a letter to the manager of Ruchi Cooking Classes, asking for
details. (Time 30 minutes)
Social:
Geo lesson- Human Environment (30 min)
Q1) Write in brief about water ways.
Q2) Name the different types of roads found in India.
Q3) Differentiate between urban and rural settlements.
Q4) List the various Rural settlements.
Science:
Lesson – Electric currents and it’s effects(30 min)
Q1) Define electric fuse .
Q2) list the factors which affect the strength of electromagnet.
Q3) Write any 2 uses of electromagnet.
Q4) Name 4 appliances which use heating effect and magnetic effect of
electric current.
Math

HINDI

Telugu

Sanghamitra School
Annual revision Worksheet
Class:VII

Date: 26-3-2020

Sub: English
Read Le -10(From a Railway carriage) from T.B and C.W and write the
summary one time. (Time 30 minutes)
Social
: civics lesson 2- Institutions of democracy(30 min)
Q1)Define elections. write its importance in a democracy.
Q2) why are political parties important in a democracy?
Q3)write the role of Election Commission of India.
Science:
Lesson -Physical and Chemical changes (30 min)
Q1) list the processes which protect iron objects from rusting.
Q3) what is galvanisation?
Q4)what is an alloy?Give example.
MATH

HINDI

TELUGU

Sanghamitra School
Annual revision Worksheet
Class:VII

Date: 27-3-2020

Sub: English
Read Le –Necklace and learn write summary one time from classwork. (Time
30 minutes)
Social:
civics lesson 5- Gender and equality(30 min) Read the lesson and answer the
following questions.
Q1) Define stereotype. Write a few kinds of stereotypes that we come across
commonly.
Q2) Name the programs launched by the government to improve female
literacy our country.
Q3) Identify the programmes launched to look into matters of domestic
violence against women.
Science:
Lesson –Nutrition in animals. (30 min)
Q1) Explain about the secretions of the stomach in a human being.
Q3) Can human beings survive only on raw, green leafy vegetables? Why?
Q4) Explain the steps in holozoic nutrition.
Math:

Hindi:

Telugu:

Sanghamitra School
Annual revision Worksheet
Class:VII

Date: 28-3-2020
Sub: English

Read Le –Daffodils from TB and CW write summary one time from
classwork. (Time 30 minutes)
Social:
lesson 9-Geo- Human environment.(30 min) Read the lesson and answer the
following questions.(Intext questions)
Q1) Define settlement.
Q2) Give examples of
a) Defence towns
b) Resort towns
c) Industrial towns
d) Cultural towns.
Q3) Identify the busiest sea route in the world
Q4) Name the major trans continental railway line of the world.

Science:
Lesson –Nutrition in plannts. (30 min)
Q1) Explain about symbiosis in lichens.
Q3) List different types of heterotrophic nutrition in plants and give two
examples for each.
Q4)write the chemical equation for photosynthesis.

Math.

Telugu

Hindi

Sanghamitra School
Annual Revision
Class:VII

Date: 29-3-2020

English Learn the meanings and revise the exercises of the lessons – The
Dog Who Walked Through Fire and The Daffodils from
textbook.(30 min)
HindiLearn le-11 Meri Awaaz hi Pehchaan Hai Q/A from classwork.(20
min)
SocialCivics le-9 Types of Markets Aroud Us and Le-10 Role of Market
Intermediaries
Revise exercises on pages 271 and 272, 277 and 278 (30 min)
Science- (40 min)
Answer the question bank given in textbook ( page 261 to 264)
Telugu

MATH

Class:VII

Sanghamitra School
Annual revision Worksheet
Date: 30-3-2020
Sub: English

Learn and revise lesson A Crow for All Seasons meanings and Grammar
Exercises from Text Book (Time 30 minutes)

Social:
lesson History-6-Towns, Traders And craftsmen (30 min) Read page -62 –
Case Study and answer the following questions.
Q1) Name the Persian traveller who visited Vijayanagar empire.
Q2) Identify the famous items of trade of Hampi
Q3) Identify the Portuguese traveller who compared Hampi to Rome.
Q4) Name the items which China traded with Hampi .
Q.5 ) Name the countries with which Hampi had trade contacts.
Science:
Lesson –Numerical problems – Motion and Time (30 min)
Q1) A car travels a distance of 120 km in 5 hours . Calculate its speed.
Q2) A car moves at a constant speed of 45km/ hr for 20 mins . What is the
distance travelled by the car ?
Q.3) A simple pendulum has a time period of 1.4sec . Calculate the time
taken by the pendulum to make 40 oscillations.
HINDI:

TELUGU:

Sanghamitra School
Annual revision Worksheet
Class:VII

Date: 31-03-2020

Sub: English
Learn and revise lesson Dad Bakes a Lemon Cake meanings and Grammar
Exercises from Text Book (Time 30 minutes)
Social
(Map work) (Geo -9 – Human Environment ) (Time 30 minutes)
Mark the important international airports and famous seaports on a political
maps of India.
Science:
Diagrams
Draw and label neatly;
1)human digestive system
2)stomata
3)respiratory system.
Telugu

Hindi

Math:

